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ter, and it wouldn’t be until
they were already inside the
school that anyone would
raise questions. For several
of the schools investigated,
walking to sign-in at the
front office requires walking
past cafeterias. Cafeterias
where hundreds of students
could be at any given time
of the day. Sitting ducks.
In order to ensure that
our nation’s students are
safe, there needs to be gun
reform. Simple as that. This
isn’t a Second Amendment
debate. This isn’t a Republican-Democrat issue. This is
a basic safety issue. A basic
human right of students
and their parents, teachincrease in gun violence in ers and staff, to walk into
school and not have to worschools, protocols need to
o child, teacher
ry when they’ll be confrontor anyone else should ever change.
ed with such a tragedy.
Following the Parkland
feel unsafe in an American
How can the nation, the
shooting, the Baltimore Sun
school,” President Trump
published an article where state of Maryland, Howard
says in a tweet.
County, Centennial, how
reporters were sent to 18
No child. No teacher.
can they expect students
schools throughout Anne
American school. An
to feel safe and secure at
Arundel, Baltimore, Carappropriate message to a
school when there is no
roll, Harford, and Howard
shattered country.
guarantee of safety? How
President Trump tweet- County as well as Baltimore can students identify the
City. What these reporters
ed this out to a mourning
found was less than encour- signs if authorities can’t?
nation after 2018’s 17th
According to a report
school shooting, which took aging in regards to safety
from
the Secret Service
place at Marjory Stoneman protocols.
and Department of EduMore often than not, it
Douglas High School in
cation (The Final Report
Parkland, Florida. 17 slain seemed that reporters were and Findings of the Safe
and 14 hospitalized. Since not required to show photo School Initiative: ImpliSandy Hook in 2012, where ID until they were already
in the school. They breezed cations for the Prevention
over 20 students and staff
were shot and killed, there passed the locked doors and
have been over 200 school intercom, some finding that
doors were already unshootings. It’s pointless
locked, some even propped
to say that these shootopen. Essentially, anyone
ings could have or could
can walk into a Maryland
not have been prevented;
however, it’s not unreason- public school. Anyone posable to believe that with the sibly carrying a gun can en-

“N

of School Attacks in the
United States), the Secret
Service could produce no
useful “profile” of a school
shooter, finding that attackers “varied considerably in
demographic, background,
and other characteristics.”
How can students be
asked to watch for the
signs of a potential shooter
amongst their peers if the
Secret Service doesn’t even
have a criteria to identify
them?
A week after the Parkland shooting, President
Trump introduced the idea
of arming teachers. It is a
ridiculous notion to think
that the safest thing to do
is bring more guns into
school. Counties throughout the nation are burdened
with finding extra money in
their school system’s budget
for extra textbooks, yet the
government is willing to
train about 20% of teachersabout 720,000 at a cost of
71.8 million dollars.
Firepower isn’t what
school systems need. Public
schools need the money
to provide school psychologists available throughout the week. They need
money for new technology,
textbooks, basic materials.
HCPSS teachers don’t even
get money for tissue boxes;

Why we are naive
to believe we are safe

IN SCHOOL
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with current gun policies

EDITORIAL
what makes the state and
federal governments think
that the first thing they
want or need is a gun in the
classroom?
Often times, politicians
want to make school shootings a mental illness issue.
They make these claims
while slashing the budgets
of government programs
that would help these alleged “mentally disturbed”
individuals. If politicians
want to make school shootings about mental illness,
then they should be ready
to do something about it.
That means implementing
more school psychologists
and mental health resources
in schools. That means saving government programs
that provide resources for
the mentally ill.
Conservative politicians
are quick to condemn those
in support of the funding of
Planned Parenthood, claiming that anyone in support
of it isn’t pro-life. When
you think about it, isn’t gun
reform pro-life as well?
Pro-innocent-children-areentitled-to-a-full-life?
Circling back to the
mental state of shooters
(which politicians love
to do), guns shouldn’t be
made so easily available.
Background checks need to
be enforced, waiting periods need to be enforced. If
someone has a history of
violence or mental illness,
then they don’t get a gun,
simple as that. Stores have

.

to be held responsible in
assessing the mental state of
potential buyers. If someone can buy a firearm at
the same place where they
can buy dog food, one can’t
expect employees to enforce
protocols since that’s not
the store’s main focus.
Credit where credit is
due, since the Parkland
shootings, several big-name
chain stores have tightened
their gun sale policies.
Dick’s Sporting Goods,
Walmart, Kroger, and L.L.
Bean have all raised the
minimum age to purchase
a firearm from 18 to 21.
Stores like Walmart had
already ceased the sale of
assault-style weapons.
Franchises are making an
effort, so what about the
politicians? If Walmart, a
company who is constantly
under fire for their treatment of employees, can see
the error of their ways, why
can’t our elected officials?
On March 24, 2018,
millions of Americans gathered around the country to
march for what they believe
in: gun policy reform. Millions of Americans marching in the hope of safer
schools, hoping that politicians would take notice.
Students want change.
Teachers want change.
Hunters want change. The
American people want
change. It’s too late for the
17 victims in Parkland, but
it’s not too late for us.
-Meghan Moore
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Q: What was the highlight of your career as
a principal at Centennial?
A: ...That is easy. The achievements and accomplishments of the students!
Q: How do you think you’ve changed since
your first year as a principal to now?
A: ...More accepting, more engaged, more appreciative, more knowledgeable, hopefully,
more fun!
Q: If there was one thing that you could
change before you retire, what would it be?
How would the change help Centennial?
A: I would love to see Centennial
receive the recognition we deserve,
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the staffing we need, and the resources we require.
Q: Referring to the connection you
feel with the Centennial community,
will it be hard for you to leave that?
Are there specific people from our
community that it will be hard to
leave?
A: Yes...After 10 years in the community, I feel so fortunate and blessed
to be part of the Centennial Community. It is the only reason why I am
sad to leave!
Q: You already have so many relationships and bonds formed and you
can only add on to those. how was it
to see some of these people grow from
little sixth graders- who don’t know
anything- to these adults who are
going to take over the world. How is
that for you as a principal and as an
educator?
A: It’s been absolutely amazing, and
I actually spoke to that last year
at graduation. it’s been absolutely
amazing to see-well even you- from
sixth grade to now 18 years old and
how everyone has matured and developed and just grown into wonderful
young adults...
What do I like about it? I don’t know,
its just.. You guys are fun… I did

Centennial’s principal reflects on her tenure
before she retires
teach high school for six years in Montgomery County at [Thomas Sprigg] Wootton
High School way back in the 70s. Back then, they didn’t have family medical leave,
so if you had a child, you either came back to work or you resigned. So I resigned…
[Then] I was president of my children’s nursery school, and when they went to elementary school I substituted, and then I was president of PTSA, and eventually got
a long-term subbing position at Wilde Lake Middle School, and then that long-term
subbing position became a teaching position… it sort of just happened...From being a
teacher, I became a team leader...[Then] I went back and took a couple of courses
and became an assistant principal.
Q: As you leave Centennial, what do you hope to see for the school? How do you
hope that whoever comes after you builds onto your legacy?
A: Certainly, I think about it… I’m hoping that the students in the building continue to have a voice.. That sounds very cliche but there’s an extremely intelligent
and articulate group of students in this building and they should be… if a third
[of the voice] is the community, and a third is the staff, then a third should be the
students...If they have an idea and the person’s not sure about it, then they should
still go with it...I believe in that. you don’t know unless you try. That’s probably my
philosophy on life, that’s probably how I ended up here (laughs)... I’m more a part of
this community than I- and I’ve been living in my house for 34 years- and I know more
people in this community than my own community (laughs).
Q: It’s almost like this is your home.
A: This is my home.
-Meghan Moore

					

Photo by: Laila Abu-Ghaida

To read the full interview with Hafets, visit chswingspan.com.
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other since Kim’s freshman
year. Kim managed JV boys
eachers have a large
basketball her freshman
impact on their students.
and sophomore years of
When a teacher meets a
high school. Taylor, having
student for the first time,
the student is affected from a son on the basketball
that moment on, either pos- team, knew of Kim, but
itively or negatively. How- their relationship didn’t
ever, most teachers do not blossom until Kim’s junior
remember their first inter- year when she was enrolled
in Taylor’s Principles of
action
Marketing
with a
class.
stu“We
dent,
formed
due to
our initial
their
bond when
proI took her
class my Junior year, but it
longed list of students’
didn’t become strong until
names that need to be
this year.” said Kim.
memorized.
In some
cases, students strike
a teacher’s
interest
right away.
It could be
because of
their sense
of humor,
shared
qualities, or common interWhen asked what trait
ests. Students and teachers
she
values most about Kim,
who have formed bonds
Taylor said, “She is tough
over time.
and caring at the same time.
Senior Terry Kim and
Marketing teacher Kristin That’s hard to do.”
Kim and Taylor’s bond is
Taylor, have known each

She’s like a second
mom to me, kinda
like a ‘school mom.’
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well known around Centennial, as they are constantly
together. Every day people
witness how they interact
with each other and the

year. Riaz is also involved in
the Model Congress Club,
which Tieperman sponsors.
“We are both easy going
and enjoy talking about
sports,”
said Tieperman
when
asked why
they get
along so
well.
For
the better,
teachers
have the
ability
connection they share. Not to change a student’s high
all teachers and students
school experience. Regardhave the connection that
less of where Centennial
they share, but the students students, like Riaz, may go,
and teachers who do, are
they will always have the
lucky to be positively immemories of their most
pacted.
cherished relationships.
She’s like a second mom
“I will miss his enthuto me, kinda like a ‘school siasm and our discussions
mom,’ I tell her everything about sports and world
and she’s always there for
issues. I will look back on
me when I need her,” Kim high school and remember
said.
these moments the most.”
Senior Mueez Riaz and
-Sydney Beck
Kelly Tieperman share a
similar relationship to Kim
and. Taylor. Tieperman
taught Riaz’s World History class his junior year of
high school, as well as Riaz
aiding for Tieperman this
Photos by: Sydney Beck

Centennial Seniors Headed Towards the

Armed Services
C

entennial’s 2018 graduating seniors are trying
to plan and prepare for the
rest of their lives. While
some may choose the typical path of college, work, or
a gap year, several students
have chosen to go into the
armed services. Whether it’s
the Navy, Army, Air Force,
or Coast Guard, the choice
to serve the nation is an impressive and patriotic one.
Joining any branch of the
military after high school is
done by students for many
reasons: financial opportunities, patriotism, or travel
opportunities. Centennial
has several students of its
own who have dedicated
time and energy into preparing themselves for this

alternate path.
Seniors Greg Costello
and Thomas Thurmond
are two of which who plan
on going into the armed
services.
Thurmond has played
lacrosse at Centennial for
all four years. After four
years of dedication and love
for the academy as well
as lacrosse, Thurmond’s
dreams of attending the
Naval Academy have come
true. He is hoping to combine both his passions by
looking to walk-on to the
lacrosse team. As a Centennial student, Thurmond
has shaped both his lacrosse
and academic career with
the help of Centennial’s
staff, coaches, and faculty, who have allowed
him to transform into the

Thurmond is a four-year varsity lacrosse player
at Centennial.

Photos by: Zach Grable

Two Centennial seniors have
chosen an alternate path to college

Costello likes the “humanitarian-oriented” aspect of
the Coast Guard.
hard-working and ambitious trainee he is today.
“The culture at Centennial is demanding academically, but inclusive socially.
I feel like the standard academically has been set high,
and that parallels to the culture at the Academy,” said
Thurmond. “Centennial is
competitive (in my eyes)
and I have come to embrace
that competition over the
years, so I feel Centennial
has prepared me well for a
military academy.”
Centennial senior Greg
Costello is a Centennial
track and cross country star
with intentions of joining
the United States Coast
Guard Academy in New
London, Connecticut.
In addition to Centen-
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nial’s encouragement and
inspiration in joining the
Coast Guard, Costello was
heavily influenced by his
family.
“My father is a retired
member of the United
States Army where he
served in Korea as a Ranger,
protecting and defending
the 38th Parallel,” added
Costello.
For both Costello and
Thurmond, their path
towards the armed services
was a personal decision
made possible by determination, perseverance,
and the support of friends,
family, and the teachers and
faculty of Centennial.
-Natalie Knight-Griffin

JEREMY WILSON

SENIOR ATHLETES

CLAUDIA PILCHER

Sport:

Sport:

LACROSSE

LACROSSE

Position:

Position:

MID-FIELDER

ATTACK

Years on Varsity:

Years on Varsity:

4 YEARS

3 YEARS

How CHS has prepared
me for the college level:

How CHS has prepared
me for the college level:

“CHS has prepared me for the college level
because it has made me realize I need to work
extremely hard and that nothing is given to
you.”
Favorite Pro Athlete:

“Academically, Centennial High School has
prepared me for the rigorous studying and
schoolwork that college entails.”
Favorite Pro Athlete:

LYLE THOMPSON

College committed to:

College committed to:

COLGATE
UNIVERSITY

JJ WATT

WASHINGTON
COLLEGE

-Josh Horen

Photos by: Zach Grable and Natalie Knight-Griffin

“It will not be easy to adapt to
college.”- Nida Hassan

“Someone drugging you
during a party.”- Hannah
Boyd Never accept a drink offered to you

You might struggle in the first few
days to get used to college, but soon
you will be distracted by class and
making new friends. Before you
know it you will feel right at home.

by someone you don’t know. In fact
don’t accept a drink that you did not
get yourself because no matter how
long you have known someone you
never know what they might do.

SENIORS SHARE THEIR WORRIES
AND HESITATIONS ABOUT COLLEGE
“Procrastination.” - Kolin
Cloud The sooner you get work done,

“Following the masses.”
- Hunter Braun

The opinion of the masses is
not always the right decision
so you should never be afraid
to state your own opinion.

the sooner you’ll finish. Procrastination will only hurt you in the
long-run.
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-Lawren Mickenberg

LEAVINGOUR LEGACY
MAKING

MARK

T

hroughout the four
years at Centennial High
School, the Class of 2018
has witnessed and been a
part of amazing accomplishments. From sports to
fine arts, Centennial students have been rewarded
for their exceptional talent
and performance through
the years.
As graduation approaches, Centennial seniors may
wonder how the Class of
2018 has made its mark.
By breaking records and
achieving titles, the graduating class has seen and
experienced many amazing
accomplishments that will
define their time at Centennial.
One of the most famous
achievements made in the
past four years occurred
in 2015 when Centennial’s
boys’ basketball won the 3A
State Championship at the
Xfinity Center at the University of Maryland, College Park. The event made
big news, as reporters from
newspapers such as the
Baltimore Sun covered the

game live.
Senior Francis Kim
attended the sensational event and described
his amazing experience.
“Watching our basketball
team play at States was an
incredible experience,” Kim
commented. “It was such a
big deal, and it was exciting
to see the local news pay
attention to our victory.”
This year, the Centennial Theatre Department
celebrated the school’s 40th
anniversary in 2017 with
a musical revue featuring
both current students and
alumni. The unique performance was a spectacular
moment, as current students formed friendships
and gained advice from
those who have graduated
from Centennial.
Senior Sydney Grossman
reveals how honored she
was to be one of the few
seniors casted in the per-

formance, which occurred
on the day of homecoming.
“The 40th Musical Revue
was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity,” Grossman expressed. “I am thankful for
the unique and wonderful
chance to met and perform
with very talented alumni.”
This year, Centennial’s
Mock Trial made headlines
as they made county history
by becoming the first mock
trial team in Howard County to advance to Regionals,
twice. After losing at the
Regional level last year, the
team was determined to go
all the way. This amazing
accomplishment of placing
in the final four mock trial
teams in Maryland encompasses the immense spirit
of perseverance and Eagle
Pride!
Kayleigh Hasson, along
with her fellow seniors on
the team, shared their commitment and persistence to
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become State Champions
and made major county
history. Along with her best
friend Hadeel Hamoud,
Hasson had faith in her
team’s skill and determination as it has developed
over the years.
“Mock trial has definitely been one of my favorite
high school experiences”
Hasson exclaimed, “In
freshman year, I made the
team as a witness. I’ve been
an attorney for the past
three years, and this is my
second year as co-captain
with Hadeel Hamoud.”
With the many accomplishments and achievements recognized in all
levels and activities in the
past few years, Centennial’s Class of 2018 sets the
bar high for future Senior
classes. Although students
go their separate ways after
graduation, they will always
have the memories and
legacies established and
remembered at Centennial
High School.
-Sarah Kruhm

Photos: provided by those featured.

CHARISSA ZHU

“I’m hoping to vote in all the future
elections, but my first will be the Congressional midterm in the fall of 2018. As a
new voter, I’m excited to be able to have a
more legitimate connection with my elected
representatives, as in being able to use my
voting ability as leverage for getting the
attention of elected officials. . . I can’t wait
to become more politically active within my
community and college campus!”

ALLY LANGLOIS
“When I save enough money, I plan
on going to Have Fun Be Lucky Tattoo,
and I will be getting a tattoo of an
anatomically accurate heart with a
quote from my favorite movie saying,
“A heart’s a heavy burden.””

FAYYAZ ZAIDI

18 & EE
FR

“I ultimately plan to vote in the Midterm Election this year in November.
As a young adult and student, it’s
important to have a voice in this
growing society, and it’s even more
important to use that voice to help
better future generations.”

ETHAN KINSTLER
“‘Put it on the card”. . . just has a nice
ring to it. Of course, you gotta be smart,
working in retail, it is my job to push for
Gap Credit Cards, and so I see the dangers
of credit card debt, so I will definitely be
smart when I get a credit card. Let’s just
say, “Would you like to save 20% by signing up for a Gap card today?” will haunt
my dreams forever.”

-Caroline Chu
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POWERPUFF GIRLS

“I used to watch the original
show and loved but now
the show is completely different. It just got really bad.”
-Zoha Faraz

SENIORS REVISIT CHILDHOOD
WITH REVIVAL OF TV SHOWS AND MOVIE SEQUELS

2

FINDING DORY

THE INCREDIBLES

“I first watched The
Incredibles when I was about
five years old. It was definitely
a staple of my childhood, I
loved all the characters so
much. I’m super excited for
the second movie.”
-Vaishnavi Mahalingam

Photos by: Laila Abu-Ghaida
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“I did like it more than the first
one. It had a really good plot
and it was more interesting
due to Dory being lost than
Nemo. Nemo had a grip on
what was going on. Dory did
not which made it more of an
adventure.”
-Christina Dee
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-Julia Stitely
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A____________________________
Abu-Ghaida, Laila New York
University
Adam, Ali Howard Community
College
Addisu, Kaleb Towson University
Agarwal, Vanshika UMBC
Agbim, Nwamaka Howard Community College
Al Baroudi, Mohammed UMCP
Alachebe, Ifechukwu Howard
Community College
Alme, Emmaline Rice University
Anderson, Kayla Howard Community College
Andrew, Marie College of
Charleston
Arockiaraj, Basilica UMCP
Aslam, Sana UMBC
B____________________________
Beck, Sydney Howard Community
College
Benavides, Lucas Northeastern
University
Berstein, Tara Towson University
Bicknell, Leah Towson University
Blevins, Camden University of
Delaware
Blyukher, Jacob UMBC
Boeye, Jakob UMCP
Boyd, Hannah UMCP
Brock, Joanna UMCP
Brown, Allison UMCP
Brown, Lauren Howard Community College
Bumbray, Jasmyn Salisbury
University
Buscemi, Brady Howard Community College
C____________________________
Cagas, Diana Stevenson University
Carpenter, Ethan Villanova
University
Carr, Jacob University of Delaware
Chang, Yoon Seo Towson University
Chao, Dylan UMBC
Chausse, Gabrielle Temple
University
Chen, Kelvin Johns Hopkins
University
Cheung, Annie Howard Community College
Chin, Jade Howard Community
College
Chiu, Victoria UMCP
Choe, Nathan University of Michigan
Choi, Hannah UMCP
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Choi, Jisoo Yale University
Choi, John Howard Community
College
Choi, Younseo Towson University
Chu, Ashley UMBC
Chu, Caroline UMCP
Cole, John UMCP
Contractor, Niti University of
Central Florida
Cordiano-Mooney, Skylar Art
School
Costello, Gregory U.S. Coast
Guard Academy
Cox, William UMCP
Crocamo, Alexander Ursinus
College
Cutick, Brendan UMCP
D____________________________
Daly, Isaac Trinity College Dublin
- Columbia University Dual BA
Program
Daugherty, Megan University of
South Carolina
Dee, Christina UMBC
Dellinger, Ember Work
Denby, Clifton Howard Community College
Dillah, Barry Howard Community
College
Dilworth, Peyton Shaw College
Dipasquale, Joseph UMBC
Dippel, Samantha Elon University
Dogboe, Emmanuel Salisbury
University
Dondoshansky, Lily UMCP
Donohue, Ryan Howard Community College
Donzella, Nicole The University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Dowding, Tamara Howard Community College
Dulanto, Fabrizio UMBC
Dunagan, Kelli Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
Dwyer, Grace Towson University
E____________________________
Edpuganti, Venkat University at
Buffalo The State University of New
York
Elgendy, Amirah UMBC
Eloseily, Dina UMCP
Eltermann, Jordan Work
Emani, Sriranga Rutgers University-New Brunswick
Endres, Alina York College of
Pennsylvania
Endres, Angela UMBC
Eudell, Corey Chowan University

F____________________________
Fakeye, Samuel-Taiwo Howard
Community College
Fakeye, Sarah-Kehinde Howard
Community College
Faraz, Zoha UMBC
Farthing, Charles Work
Fletcher, Harrison UMBC
Florenzo, Ashley Shippensburg
University of Pennsylvania
Foell, Morgan Stevenson University
Ford, Hayden Howard Community College
Fromm, Kylie Howard Community College
Fuselier, Shane Virginia Wesleyan
University
G____________________________
Gao, Bo Howard University
Gao, Daniel UMCP
Gao, Katie Harvard University
Garcia, Cristian Towson University
Garner, Kathryn University of
Delaware
Ge, Allen Towson University
Gelfand, Brett Towson University
Gilbert, Joshua UMCP
Glyder, Dillon Howard Community College
Goldman, Robert UMBC
Gooya, Niki UMCP
Grable, Julia UMCP
Green, Nathaniel Howard Community College
Grossman, Sydney Salisbury
University
Guo, Jackson New York University
Guy, Ryan Howard Community
College
H____________________________
Haj-Hamad, Hanna Michigan
State University
Haj-Hamad, Renna La Salle
University
Hammond, D’Vanya Morgan
State University
Hamoud, Hadeel Duke University
Hamshey, Hailey Salisbury University
Harraz, Bahaa UMCP
Harris, Michael University of
Virginia
Haskins, Nicholas Pennsylvania
State University
Hassan, Nida Howard Community College
Hasson, Kayleigh UMCP
Hatzidakis, Ioanna Howard
Community College

Hawtof, Adam UMCP
Hayden, Faith UMCP
Heiner, Nicholas UMBC
Hendrix, Steven York College of
Pennsylvania
Herr, Lauren University of Vermont
Hill, Claudia UMCP
Hill, Shawn Howard Community
College
Hix, Jordan Howard Community
College
Hlibok, Rainer University of
Delaware
Ho, Peter UMCP
Hohmann, Andrew Towson
University
Hong, Abbigail New York University
Hopkins, Christopher Howard
Community College
Horen, Jacob Towson University
Horen, Joshua UMCP
Hotait, Zahraa Georgetown
University
Hu, Steven UMCP
Hua, Jiulong Howard Community
College
Huang, Jinyu UMBC
I____________________________
Ismail, Anisha Howard Community College
Iyengar, Sriram Pennsylvania
State University
J____________________________
Jackson, Benjamin UMCP
Jawed, Mohammed Out-ofCountry
K____________________________
Kadabha, Mallika UMBC
Kamal, Kasiba UMBC
Kanipakam, Supraja UMCP
Karim, Ahmad UMBC
Kazi, Moitri Howard Community
College
Kazmi, Mariam Howard Community College
Kelemen, Erik UMCP
Kelman, Chase Trade School
Keppler, Alexander Towson
University
Kerr, Lisa Ritsumeikan University
Khaled, Saraiah Towson University
Khawaja, Sara Howard Community College
Kim, Aaron UMBC
Kim, Francis UMCP
Kim, Nova UMBC
Kim, Paul Temple University

Kim, Sally Northwestern University
Kim, Terry UMBC
Kinstler, Ethan Case Western
Reserve University
Knight, Virginia Frostburg State
University
Ko, Joshua UMBC
Kodali, Balaji UMCP
Koerner, Brandon UMCP
Koerner, Ethan Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Kou, Angela Cornell University
Kressley, Haedyn Towson University
Krishna, Mayur UMCP
Kruhm, Sarah UMCP
Krzyzanowski, Victoria UMBC
Kunzle, Veronica Howard Community College
Kwak, Christine Missionary
Kwon, Cassie School of the Art
Institute of Chicago
Kwon, Ethan Towson University
L____________________________
Lambert, Mary Pennsylvania State
University
Landaverde, Anthony Howard
Community College
Landrua, Jose Florida Community
College
Lanehart, Tara UMCP
Langlois, Allison Salisbury University
Lascasas, Lia University of South
Carolina
Leaning, Ryan Howard Community College
Leconte, Colette UMBC
Lee, Andrew Howard Community
College
Lee, Cara The George Washington
University
Lee, Daniel Gettysburg College
Lee, Hyun Suh Howard Community College
Lee, Kristen UMCP
Lee, Nicole UMCP
Lee, Sieun University of Pennsylvania
Lee, Soo Won University of Illinois
at Chicago
Lee, Walter North Carolina State
University
Lee, Yi Joo Pennsylvania State
University
Lee, Yubin UMCP
Leineweber, Peyton Pennsylvania
State University
Li, Jiayun UMCP
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Li, Lisa University of Cincinnati
Li, Sean Duke University
Lin, Xiuying Northeastern University
Ling, Stephen Washington University in St. Louis
Lovering, Sophie University of
Pennsylvania
Lugalia, Eugene Howard Community College
Lyman, Catherine Grand Valley
State University
M____________________________
Ma, Heaven Pennsylvania State
University
Madaffari, Nicole Howard Community College
Mahalingam, Vaishnavi University of Pittsburgh
Mandal, Mrinmayee Carnegie
Mellon University
Mapara, Priya UMCP
Mariappan, Nivetha UMBC
Martin, Cameron Pennsylvania
Trade School
Matthews, Valerie Howard Community College
McManus, McKenzie Howard
Community College
McNeil, Connor University of
Colorado at Boulder
Mehrotra, Pujit Babson College
Meister, Nicole Princeton University
Michel, Kathryn St. Mary’s College of Maryland
Mickenberg, Lawren Stevenson
University
Milon, Ollie Howard Community
College
Mira, Seifeldeen Towson University
Mirza, Bilal UMBC
Mitchell, Steven Brigham Young
University, Idaho
Moore, Meghan Appalachian
State University
Mora-Rodriguez, Samantha
Howard Community College
Mortezaei, Sarina Howard Community College
Moser, Mary Stanford University
Muir, Christopher Howard Community College
Mukka, Sindhoori UMBC
Muma, Lauren University of
South Florida, Tampa
Murali, Chythanya Princeton
University
Murphy, Corinna Rice University

N____________________________
Na, Geonhee UMCP
Nageswaran, Nagavenkata
UMCP
Nalubola, Swadhin University of
California, Berkeley
Neilon, Mackenzie Howard Community College
Nho, Bona UMCP
O____________________________
Ochoa, Sabrina UMBC
Odetola, Ayodeji Pennsylvania
State University
Odetola, Ayomide Salisbury
University
O’Donoghue-Walcott, Ashley
Howard Community College
Ofori, Chelsea Salisbury University
Okonski, Jerel University of
Delaware
Oldac, Yasemin Howard Community College
Owens, Jadin Pennsylvania State
University
P____________________________
Parisi, Allyson Marquette University
Park, Joon Hyuk UMBC
Park, Rudia UMBC
Park, Tricia Cornell University
Parra, Juan Nova Southeastern
University
Patel, Heer UMBC
Paterson, Ryan Frostburg State
University
Pavao, Alexandra North Carolina
State University
Peddibhotla, Saisumana UMBC
Pellegrini, Michael Joseph
UMBC
Perez Alvarez, Manuel Work
Pernati, Chenchu UMCP
Phelps, Katelin University of
Delaware
Pilcher, Claudia Colgate University
Plunkett, Bryce Georgia Institute
of Technology
Poole, Isaiah UMBC
Prechtl, Adam UMCP
Price, Todd UMCP
Priester, Nicholas Loyola University Maryland
Priestley, Claire UMCP
Przybyla, Emily University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
R____________________________
Rakshit, Shardul Johns Hopkins

University
Rama Varma, Anagha UMCP
Ramnath, Rekha Towson University
Rao, Samyukta UMBC
Raymond-Paez, Gabriela Howard Community College
Reed, Brian UMCP
Reis, Kathleen Dalhousie University
Requejo, Carolina University of
Texas
Ressler, Emily Howard Community College
Riaz, Mueez Howard Community
College
Ritchie, Matthew Towson University
Rockefeller, Grace North Carolina State University
Rossbach, Gillian Ithaca College
Rout, Grace Coastal Carolina
University
Roy, Kunal University of Delaware
Russell, Timothy Howard Community College
S____________________________
Sallitt, Jason UMBC
Sarkar, Malini St. Mary’s College
of Maryland
Scharff, Miles Carnegie Mellon
University
Schleicher, Connor Arizona State
University
Schlossberg, Jack Auburn University
Schoenfeldt, Zoe Rhode Island
School of Design
Seo, Joshua Drexel University
Shaker, Mario Carroll Community
College
Shapiro, Lucas Howard Community College
Shen, Maximilian UMCP
Shergill, Mani Howard Community College
Shipe, Brandon Community College of Baltimore County
Shueh, Jenny UMBC
Simcik, John Brigham Young
University, Idaho
Simms, Brennan Community
College of Baltimore County
Sinha, Arnav UMCP
Sinnott, Gabrielle UMBC
Slattery, Rachel University of
South Carolina
Smith, Jeffrey Nazareth College
Smith, Mia UMBC
Snavely, Jack UMCP

Song, Jinhyun Howard Community College
Souba, Benjamin Howard Community College
Stanislavsky, Alexandra Towson
University
Steuernagle, Ethan UMCP
Stevens, Jessica Howard Community College
Stratton, Glenn Coker College
Subasic, Parker Howard Community College
Sun, Jerry UMCP
Swentzel, Patrick Pennsylvania
State University
T____________________________
Taheri, Farzad Howard Community College
Talreja, Yash UMCP
Taylor, Sean Florida Gulf Coast
University
Thielemann, Taran Towson
University
Thompson, Meg Shippensburg
University of Pennsylvania
Thompson, Tatyana Art School
Thurmond, Thomas United
States Naval Academy
Toth, Dylan Towson University
Townsend, James UMCP
Tran, Brian UMCP
Trimper, Zachary University of
Mount Union
Trojillo, Denise Marymount
University
Tse, Courtney United States Naval
Academy
U____________________________
Updike, Reece UMCP
Upton, Christopher Howard
Community College
V____________________________
Vaughn, Braden Cleveland Institute of Music
Vela, Sophia Howard Community
College
Vepa, Rohit Georgia Institute of
Technology
Veres, Colin Towson University
W____________________________
Wadi, Zainah Howard Community
College
Walsh, Sophia UMCP
Wang, Jessie UMBC
Wang, Julie Washington University
in St. Louis
Watson, Jacob Southern Virginia
University
Wikner, Kirsten Wheaton College
IL
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Wilkins, Jeremiah Work
Williams, Jaden Howard Community College
Wilson, Jeremy Washington
College
Won, Kaitlyn UMCP
Wu, Leonardo UMCP
X____________________________
Xie, Chance University of California, Berkeley
Xu, Ashley Williams College
Xu, Kevin UMCP
Xue, Alice UMBC
Y____________________________
Yachera, Joseph Temple University
Yang, Franklin UMCP
Yang, Kevin UMCP
Yang, Tracy UMBC
Yarlagadda, Kiran UMBC
Yates, Catherine UMCP
Yates, Julia Towson University
Ye, Michelle UMBC
Yi, Deanna UMCP
Yoo, Hye Jun Syracuse University
Yoon, Sangmin UMBC
Youn, Christine Howard Community College
Yu, Alice UMBC
Yu, Marlena Towson University
Z____________________________
Zabriskie, Alexander UMBC
Zaidi, Ali UMCP
Zaidi, Fayyaz Carnegie Mellon
University
Zhang, Yinjun UMCP
Zheng, Poul University of Maryland University College
Zhu, Charissa UMCP
Zolnier, Andrew Howard Community College

This list is updated as of May
10, 2018, from
information
provided by
Student
Services.
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hat do I want to
major in?
To some seniors, the
answer to this question
has been obvious since day
one of high school, or even
earlier. To others, however,
the question is stress-inducing, and begs the question:
“What do I want to do with
my life?”
Tara Lanehart is one
of the lucky few that has
decided what road they
want to go down post-graduation.

After having enrolled in AP
Macro/Microeconomics
this school year, she decided that she wanted to major
in accounting. This class not
only inspired her to move
towards facts and figures,
but also towards the entire

realm of business. She plans
to go to law school, and
decided that business law
would be a fitting concentration.
In a passionate manner,
Laneheart commented,
“What really drew me
towards a major in the
business sector was how the
concepts of business can be
applied to a wide variety of
fields. The concepts I have
learned in economics often
are/have been discussed in
classes like environmental
science, sociology, and government. I love how it feels

so connected to so many
other subjects!”
The idea that she was
drawn to so many subjects
was helpful in her case, but
not so helpful for Alice Xue,
who is interested in areas
including economics, business, and programming, but
who is also undecided in

her major.
The word “undecided”
may seem repulsive
to many, but may not
necessarily be a bad
thing, as it allows one
further time to research options.
Xue has a few of
these options: she is
considering economics
and/or statistics. She
does, however, realize
that she wants to be
able to harness her
creative potential in
both college and the
workforce.
“After initiating/planning
the First Annual Research
in Engineering Conference
as my Intern/Mentor final
project last year, I found I
really enjoyed being involved with people in creating something,” Xue stated.
Both decided and undecided students can be passionate, which is why the
power of choice is important to both categories of
high school seniors. Family
can be a huge motivating
force in terms of major
choice.
Students may be encouraged by their parents to
choose the major best for
them, or may be pushed
into the “doctor, lawyer, engineer” category with which
we’re all familiar.
Lanehart struck it lucky
again in this area. Lanehart’s mother was a finance

Photos by: Laila Abu-Ghaida
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major, and suggested,
among other options, an
accounting degree to her.
Fortunately, both women’s
plans for the future jelled
together.
Xue has been supported

in a similar fashion.
“My parents have expressed their trust and support for anything I choose.”
Common advice is that
students should major in a
subject matter that makes
them happy. You don’t want
to get dressed in the morning dreading going to work.
Of course, if your choice
puts a bit more change in
your pocket, even better.
It’s important to realize
that those that are committed to a certain major and
those that aren’t will both
be fine in the long run.
Xue remarked, “I don’t
expect to be the same exact
person I am now, and don’t
feel the need to pressure
myself to make a strict decision. . . I will get a better
feel for the different [major]
opportunities offered before
I commit.”
- Caroline Chu

‘
“I tripped over Mr. Whitaker’s trash can. Every. Single. Day. My junior year.”
- Alex Stanislavsky

“After a football game, the team was in line to shake
hands and I tripped over myself on the way up. This
was my freshman year.”
- Ryan Paterson
“The most intense moment was when I spilled an
entire tub of yogurt on my pants freshman year and
had to run to the bathroom.”
- Vaishnavi Mahalingam

- Sydney Beck
Photo by: Zach Grable

seniors’

high school memories
“My favorite memory is participating
in clubs with
my friends for
what may be
the last time.”

“My favorite
high school
memory [is]
being a part of
the cheer team
and being able
to find some of
my best friends
because of it.”
zi
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k
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y G “My favorite
memory is the
River Hill buzzer beater game
freshman year.”
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Ayo
Odetola

- Peyton Leineweber
Photos by:
Peyton Leineweber and those
featured.

SENIORS
Meghan Moore

Position: Editor-in-chief; VW’s emotional guardian
Favorite Wingspan moment: Photoshop wars with Jeremy
College pick: Appalachian State University
Intended major: Social work
“Cat in the wall, eh? Ok
Favorite movie: The Shining
now you’re talking
Fun fact: The Jeep isn’t mine
my language”
Spirit animal: Man-cheetah
If your life was a movie, who would play you? Lisa Kerr
Anything else? Islands in the Stream is the ultimate jam don’t @ me

Position: Copy Editor
College pick: University of Maryland, College Park
Favorite Wingspan moment: Getting to know
the student and staff body interview by interview
Hero: Azuz
Spirit animal: My grandpa, who never talks
“‘They say stay in the
Favorite meme: Distorted text with
lines, but there’s always
nonsensical emoji usage
something better on the
Dream vacation: A week-long isolation
other side” - John Mayer
in the English countryside
Song to describe your life:
“Almost There” from The Princess & The Frog

Laila Abu-Ghaida

Caroline Chu

Position: Print Photo Editor
College pick: NYU
Favorite Wingspan moment: Getting an “Could’ve peaked when I
SD card stuck in the computer CD slot
was in high school, but I
Hero: Meghan Moore
had bigger plans” -Dom
If your life was a movie,
Mclennon,
who would play you? Lisa Kerr
BROCKHAMPTON
Favorite musical artist: Frank Ocean
Fun fact: I didn’t know how to get off of the dumpster
Photos By: Laila Abu-Ghaida, Zach Grable, and Meghan Moore
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Lisa Kerr

Position: Marketing Director
Intended major: International management
College pick: Ritsumeikan University
Hero: Carl
“Hey there demons,
Favorite meme: Z U C C
it’s me, ya boi”
Spirit animal: Social repose
Favorite movie: Spirited Away
Song to describe your life: Gary come home

Position: Design Editor
College pick: UMBC
Favorite Wingspan moment: Designing this issue
Hero: BTK
Dream vacation: Europe
*insert R2D2’s scream*
Favorite show: The Office
Favorite Movie: A Quiet Place
Anything else? *finger hearts*

Parker Subasic

Position: Sports Writer
College pick: Salisbury
Favorite Wingspan moment: When I met Zach, Zach, and Kieran
Hero: Batman
Dream vacation: Australia
“You are the machine”
Favorite meme: Yodeling boy
If your life was a movie,
who would play you? Heath Ledger
Anything else? “What’s up buttercup?”

Position: Writer
College pick: University of Maryland, College Park
Favorite thing about Wingspan: My special handshake with VW
Dream vacation: Greece
Song to describe your life:
“Be groovy or leave, man”
Something Broadway, probably
- Bob Dylan
Favorite musical artist: Dan + Shay
Favorite movie: The Lizzie McGuire Movie

OF
THE

Nova Kim

Sarah Kruhm

MONTH
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“If you don’t try, then
nothing will happen”

Position: Writer
College pick: Stevenson
Intended major: Business communications
Spirit animal: Cat
Dream vacation: Woodloch
Favorite movie: Murder on the Orient Express

Lawren Mickenberg
Position: Sports Guy
Intended major: Don’t know, don’t care
College pick: UMD
“That’s what she said”
Dream vacation: Montana
Hero: Michael Scott
Favorite musical artist: RHCP
Anything else? I love fishing > Glory Days
If your life was a movie, who would play you? Kevin James

Sydney Beck

Josh Horen

Position: Photographer & Sports Writer
College pick: University of Glory Days, Ellicott City
Intended major: Occupational therapy
Hero: Post Malone
“A$AP extra Rocky”
Favorite movie: Rio
Favorite meme: What in tarnation
Dream vacation: Waynesboro, Pennsylvania
If your life was a movie, who would play you? My mom

Position: Sports Writer
College pick: Penn State
Intended major: Undecided
“What the frick frack”
Spirit animal: Pug
Favorite movie: Lilo & Stitch
Favorite musical artist: Chance the Rapper
Song to describe your life: “Rooftop” by Zara Larsson
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Peyton Leineweber

4 -YEAR PHOTO
GALLERY

Photos from the Wingspan archives
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A Break from

the Beach

eek
ions for Senior W
Alternative Vacat

ably be the ancient sites in
Athens and the architecture
of Santorini.”
Fourteen hours away
from
Greece is Taiwan, the
all different plans are lookdestination of seniors Cara
hile the beach-filled ing forward to: one week of
Lee and her best friend,
senior week at Ocean City freedom from parents.
Sophie Lovering and Pol- Hyejun Yoo. Since last fall,
is a trip that most seniors
the pair has been planning
have been looking forward ly Moser have been planto a trip to Lee’s hometown
ning their vacation since
to for the past four years,
in Taiwan and are possibly
others have a different va- the beginning of this year,
going to Japan as well.
cation in mind to celebrate and look forward to hav“We’re going to a lot of
ing this trip mark the start
graduation.
of their plans to backpack places,” Lee commented.
When asked about her
through more of Europe in “Taipei 101 and night marplans, senior Jade Chin
kets are what we’re really
expressed her excitement to the future.
looking forward to.”
“I’ve known that I
travel to California with her
In addition to visiting
best friend, Katelin Phelps, wouldn’t be going to Ocean
City for senior week since Lee’s family and homeat her side.
middle school. My parents town, Lee is excited to show
“We’re going to Irvine,
her country to her closest
and I agreed it would be
San Diego, and Los Ansafer (and more fun) to
geles,” she explained, “We
travel internationally,” Lovwere originally debating
ering stated. “I love travelbetween a trip to Canada
and this trip to California, ling internationally, hearing
new languages, and trying
which won because of its
new foods. This will be my
beaches.”
first major trip without my
Out of all of the cities
Chin is visiting throughout family and I’m excited.”
When asked about
her week stay, she expressed
interest particularly in San what she was looking
Diego and Los Angeles due forward to most, Moser exclaimed, “I’m really looking
to the warm beaches and
forward to the red beach at
easy access to the heart of
Akrotori and also seeing the
the city.
history in Athens.”
“Both locations offer
Lovering described
their own unique scenery,”
Chin remarked with antic- her excitement towards seeipation, “so it will be fun to ing sites around the country. “I’ve always wanted to
explore the two different
go to Greece, so I’m looking
areas.”
Chin’s trip highlights the forward to everything. If I
one thing that seniors with just had to pick a few things
though, they would prob-

W
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friend.
“While visiting different
places will definitely be
cool, I’m looking forward
to spending two weeks with
my best friend the most.”
Whether seniors are
going to Ocean City or
halfway across the world,
everyone can agree that the
ultimate destination was
reaching the end of high
school. As Chin summed
up, “After four monotonous
years of high school, getting
away from home, even if
it’s just for a week, will help
remind us that there’s more
to life than academics.”
-Lisa Kerr

Photo by: Laila Abu-Ghaida

“I’m looking forward to
being a freshman again
and having more free
time to explore
different activities.”
- Rachel Slattery

“Being in a new part
of the country and
being in an area that
I’m not from.”
- Ally Parisi

-Peyton Leineweber
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Senior Wisdom

As seniors may enroll in
difficult
college-level courss the countdown until
graduation and senior week es, senior Megan Daugherty
begins, Centennial seniors describes how she was able
reflect and reminisce on the to rise to the challenge.
“Centennial has taught
wonderful memories that
they have made and the
significant lessons they
have learned. Many are
eager to share advice and
recommend experiences
to the rest of the student
body with hopes that they
enjoy high school to the
fullest before it’s over.
Although students
would prefer summer
vacation, seniors cannot
deny that high school is
an influential and impactful time. Whether
me how to get through
through book smarts or
stressful situations,” Daughstreet smarts, Centennial
seniors have had their share erty discloses. “I learned
in life and education advice. how to better manage and
divide my time between
When asked what lessons she has learned from school and work.”
With the end of senior
year
quickly
approaching,
many
graduating
students
contemplate
on the
memhigh school, senior Allison
orable
moments
created
at
Brown gushed, “Centennial
has taught me that everyone Centennial.
should be proud of who they Even though stressful
are and always shamelessly assignments may have ruled
the majority of high school
be themselves.”
one cannot deny experienc-

and beyond.
ing at least one enjoyable
-Sarah Kruhm
occasion throughout the
four years.
With the many extra-cur- Photos taken by: Laila AbuGhaida and contributed by
ricular activities, many
those featured
seniors have found
enjoyable moments through
uniquely wonder• Arrive 2 hours early
ful events.
for basketball games vs.
“My favorite
Hebron
memory of high
• Get involved with
school was witclubs and sports (colnessing my first
leges adore extra-curricsenior greenulars)
room during The
• Make an effort to creDrowsy Chaperate new friendships
one,” Brown ex• Attend ALL senior
citedly revealed.“I
events
will never for• Go outside your comget hearing the
fort zone
seniors speak about
• Study, study, study!
what CHS Theatre did
(every moment counts
for them and what it
for college!)
can do for me.”
• Enroll in Journalism
Many senior
with Mr. VW!
athletes have made
• HAVE FUN!
impressive accomplishments, including
those of Carolina
Requejo. When asked
• Wait to fulfill your art
about her favorite
and/or physical educahigh school memory,
tion requirement until
Requejo responded,
senior year
“Having the incred• Skip Prom or After
ible opportunity
Prom
to run in the State
• Become lazy academChampionship for
ically (because grades
girls’ indoor track!”
matter!)
The amazing les• Park in the Burleigh
sons we have learned
lot
at Centennial will re• Leave the parking lot
main with us forever,
after school with the
as the Class of 2018
buses
approaches the end
• PROCRASTINATE!
of senior year and the
beginning of college
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DO:

DON’T:

Sharbaug h’s survival guide

- Do not purchase a vehicle that is too heavy to push.
- Do not charge anything on a credit card that will eventually end up in the sewer system.
- Always attend a free event that offers light refreshments.
- Don’t be surprised if your refrigerator will soon have more things in it to put on food than actual
food.
- If you’re going to college and live on campus, don’t go to class in your pajamas. You may think you
look cool, but you don’t.
- If you pursue a career as a plumber, car mechanic, or electrician, please contact John Sharbaugh at
Centennial High School (410-313-2856) and offer him free or discounted services.
- You have two ears and one mouth; listen twice as much as you speak (shout out to
Mark Twain).
- If you can smell the milk before you open the container, do not drink it.
- If you stick your tongue out or bite your bottom lip when you dance, you can’t
dance, so don’t do it.
- Never pick a college or university to win an NCAA March Madness basketball
tournament game if it has two directions in its name, like Northeastern Illinois
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University. One direction is fine, but two directions? Come on.
-Meghan Moore

M

any people will be
going on trips this summer. They will be going to
locations both exotic and
local. Either way, all of
them will be a blast for their
friends and family. Seniors
look to have as much fun
as possible before they go
to college or wherever their
next chapter in life will take
them.
Matt Ritchie will be
going to Aruba for ten days

over the summer. He is
excited to spend time with
friends and family on the
trip.
“I have already been
to Aruba but when I was
younger. I’m looking forward to going as an adult.”
Jim Townsend is a senior
baseball player. Townsend
is going to San Antonio for
the Fourth of July with a
few friends and family.
“I’m really excited to see
the history of San Antonio

and to experience the city,”
Townsend shared.
Francis Kim and Kaleb
Addisu are planning a trip
to Dubai in July, both of
their families are going at
the same time.
“The trip is a once-ina-lifetime opportunity;
spending it with my best
friend is going to be an
amazing experience,” said
Kim.
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Sharbaugh when he was seven.

“I’m excited to be spending time with my family
before I go away to college,”
he stated.
The trips are bittersweet
as seniors end the summer
and head off to college. The
memories made will not be
forgotten, and the friendships made will live forever.
-Parker Subasic
Photo by: Sydney Beck and
contributed by John
Sharbaugh.

Lily’s Bridal
&PromBoutique

WEDDING DRESSES, PROM
DRESSES, AND MORE!

1605 Sulphur Spring Rd
Baltimore, Md. 21227
410-553-9336
http://www.lilysbridal.net/

